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On my mentor visit with Mr. Rubeck, we mainly discussed my final product and getting 

started on it. I got some really great tips and expertise of what to focus on for a documentary, as 

my mentor has previously produced four documentaries so far throughout his career. It is so 

nice to have someone to bounce ideas off of and get direction from. I feel like now after visiting 

with him, I now know where to start and develop a plan for the rest of the production stage. 

One of the most important pieces of advice I took away from my mentor visit is that a 

documentary should not just be informational, but it also needs to be a story. Although 

documentaries can be thought of as boring, to me, documentaries seem to be one of most 

artistic forms of film because there can be so much creative freedom and artistry with the styling 
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and technique. In order to keep to the audience’s attention intact, a documentary needs to be 

impact emotionally and personally. This can be done by finding the perfect blend of information, 

graphics, and narrative. In other words, a good strategy would be to follow as well as focus on 

one person or a few people. This helps establish a connection between the viewer and the 

person on-screen since it is relatable. Another good plan of action he suggested for storytelling 

could be to focus on small details.  They could be symbols or artistic choices shown that ties 

together the entire film and themes.  It seems to almost create bookends for the film by leaving 

nothing open-ended. Additionally, another method is to build a color story. One of the most 

well-known examples is the Wizard of Oz where the black and white Kansas setting is suddenly 

transformed into the colorful world of Oz. A more recent example is the colorblocking of red, 

blue, green, and yellow throughout La La Land with the bright colors being a symbol for the 

excitement and dreams of people in Los Angeles. Not to mention it looks almost fantastical 

on-screen, but it is such an awe-inspiring way for a director in implant their vision. In a way it 

puts a stamp on their work because it is so unique for the film world. Personally, I admire 

directors who make this choices because it shows how a film not only has to have a good plot to 

be successful, but it also needs to look pretty. Audiences crave this type of visual imagery as it 

stimulates their senses. 

In regards to the actual producing part of the film. Mr. Rubeck was also able to instill 

knowledge of the best approach to take. He told me that more time should be spent editing than 

for the actual shoot as it is more time consuming. Also, the editing room is where the entire 

vision comes together. As cheesy as it sounds, the editing bay is a magical place because it is 

where the movie come to life. They are not just out-of-sequence scenes recorded or hour-long 

footage to get one take right anymore, instead they assemble as parts of a whole. In my 

experience, I remember shooting all my footage in a week and then editing for a month. If I want 
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to finish the documentary in time for the final presentation, I need to spend at least four weeks 

editing if I plan to use the max amount of time of filming which would be three weeks. 

Furthermore, respecting people’s time is an essential part of production. More often than not, 

interviewees are in-between meetings when they are being interviews. It is necessary to not 

spend too much time setting up or rerecording shots to get it just right. As long as one is able to 

get the content, it will be fine. Another good reason to respect other people’s time is because a 

director might want to work with them sometime in the future.  

With spring break coming up and the fact that I will be visiting colleges and California 

next week, I had a chance to discuss with Mr. Rubeck what to look for in a film department of a 

university. One of the most significant points he made was to find more about a college’s job 

placement program for graduating students. While the school may say that it has a high 

percentage of undergraduates and graduates who get jobs right out of college, it is imperative to 

know what kind of jobs. If I attend a university with a poor outreach to my field, I could end up 

not even working in the field I majored in. Looking at the job placement programs also means 

looking at the internship programs. These programs offer a chance to work with professionals in 

the field and get a learning experience like no other. One final point that I think is important in a 

college is to see how hands on the program is from the beginning. Personally, I feel that schools 

that won’t let you pick up a camera until you are an upperclassmen is limiting your learning. 

People learn by doing, not just by watching. 

After every mentor visit, it seems I get a new sense of inspiration from it. I feel great 

going into spring break and knowing that I will off the ground running and ready to shoot. I also 

feel better about visiting universities as the dreaded college applications are just now starting to 

open. I know what important questions to ask and how to distinguish a good media program 

from a bad one. It seems this entire school year is running by me so fast, and I now have to 
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start thinking about the future. However, if I am able to have a mentor in my choice of field in 

high school, imagine the possibilities in college. Although the future seems more daunting as it 

grows nearer, I know that if I stick to my style and what I am passionate about, the sky’s the 

limit. 
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